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Athletic
budgets
revealed
Sports teams supposed
to have equal standards,
not spots, according to
Title Nine.
By ALLISON COLLINS
Staff Writer

Information about athletic budgets for men's and women's sports at
RWU is available online.
Title Nine prohibits sex-based
discrimination in athletics. It measures gender equality in three areas;
participation, scholarships and other
benefits including equipment, sched· a.vel,Jocker rooms, facilities,
.
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OARpeiformed at the RWU Spring Weekend concert last week on Thursday, May 1, kicking offSpring weekend. Other events included.a Paw Sox game, Bloc Party, fireworks and a movie. More Spring Weekend photos on pages 8 and 9.

AOD task force issues recommendations
By BEN WlilTMORE
Herald staff writer

The Alcohol and Other Drugs
Task.force, the student and administration-chaired group tasked with
generating recommendations for the
university's alcohol policies, penned
their final proposals this week.
The AOD's six subcommittees
proposed the following policies to the
administration for consideration. The
following are not finalized policies,
but are educated suggestions from
the AOD subcommittees' students
and select administrators to the university's administration.
The AOD's alcohol policy recommendations include:
A ban of hard alcohol with an
over 80 proof rating. Hard alcoholic

drinks containing more than 40 percent alcohol by volume would not be
permitted.
The enforcing of a dry (alcoholfree) South Campus (Baypoint, Willow, Stonewall, Maple, and Cedar
dormatories).
Increasing the severity of sanctions for alcohol policy violations.
This would result in a one-weekend
housing removal for an under-21 student's first offense for possession of
alcohol.
Increased overall Public Safety
presence, especially in South Campus.
A reduction in the amount of alcohol over-21 students can possess.
These, and other recommendations, were made in consideration to
student feedback, including 7 "indepth and thoughtful" e-mails and 40

comment cards, gathered from April's
AOD-sponsored Student Alcohol
Forum, said Brian McGrath, Student
Senator and Chair of the Senate Alcohol Committee.
"If you really look at the student
feedback, there was a huge amount of
very constructive feedback - reasons
why specific policy ideas were not
going to work," Colin O'Reilly, a graduating senior and former Senate Vice
President and member of the AOD's
policy subcommittee, said.
Yet however helpful most of the
comments were, it was the few "nonconstructive comments" from the beginning of the forum that bad O'Reilly and other AOD members worried
that the administration would disregard all of the students' comments
SeeAODp.2

Men's tennis
aces the
TCCC

tournament
RWUAtildkl

lfter winning the Commonwealth Coast Con·erence Tennis tournamentApril 25 over Salve,
the hawks have earned a bid to the NCAA tournament Fri.day morning against Wilkes University at Amherst College.

"The~goal

of Title Nineis to have

equal standards," Kristin Raffa, Assistant Director of Athletics, Athletic
Training and Senior Woman Administrator and SAAC Liaison, said.
There are "a bunch of other factors that play into that," according to
Raffa.
In the 2007-2008 academic year
there were 3,829 full-time undergraduate students at RWU: 1,918
men and 1,911 women. There were
422 athletes, meaning those who participate on one or more varsity sports
teams, at RWU. There were 247 participants on male teams and 204 participants on female sports teams.
Some athletes participated on more
than one sports team.
. Though there were fewer female
atQletes at RWU, they participated
on more teams. There were 10 teams
open to female athletes and nine open
to male athletes.
Males were eligible to participate
in baseball, basketball, lacrosse, sailing, soccer, swimming and diving,
tenni!j, track and field, cross country
and wrestling.
"We're having more men take advantage of more spots on the men's
teams," Raffa said.
"[Title nine means] equal opportunity, not equal slots," Raffa said.
Title nine does not guarentee
equal funding either.
totaled
Athletic
expenses
$1,724,925 for the 2007-2008 school
year.
Operating expenses per participant vary depending on the sport in
question and on the gender of the participant.
For example, operating expenses
are much different for the men and
women's lacrosse teams. Raffa said
that when playing, the men wear helmets and the women wear goggles.
Then she estimated the cost of a helmet at around $100 and the cost of
goggles at around $25.
"Those two sports are the most

SeePLA.Yp.2
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ATHLETICS: Men and Women's budgets unequal
Cont'd from page 1

different," Raffa said of men's and women's
lacrosse.
This is apparent when viewing their budgets.
The men's lacrosse team in 2007-2008 had $85,549
in operating expenses. The women's team in the
same year had an operating budget of $32,014.

Operating EKpen. . by Te.n P1rtldpent 2007-2008 ($)

mile Dlrtlcla1n·

-

1

More information about athletic budgets and
title nine will be available soon at www.hawksherald.com.
The athletic budgets can be accessed from
http://ope.ed.gov/athletics/.

Want mofeon athletic budgets and
Title Nine?
Watch for more articles online this summer.
www.hawksherald.com

It's all Greek to us
Discussion of Greek life for future of RWU
By Sarah Cournoyer

Managing Editor

In the next step towards getting a sorority on the RWU campus, junior Cait Evers and other
organizers have been conducting
research to discover how much of
the RWU population is interested.
Student Senate passed a resolution to support creators of an
RWU chapter of Theta Phi
Alpha. According to the Theta
Phi Alpha official website, the
sorority values community service and philanthropy as well as
sisterhood.
According to Evers, the students created a proposal last November for administration about
this particular sorority. From
there, they went to the Student
Senate Student Affairs Committee who wrote a resolution in
support and presented it in front
of entire senate. They approved
the resolution and it got sent to
administration and deans.
"It has been a really long
process and it was really hard to
get to the administration," Evers
said. "It took a little while, but
after senate passed the resolution, it picked up."
An ad-hoc committee for the
Student Senate was formed to
keep student senate updated on
any progress on the Greek life
front.
The next step is determining
what role Greek life will play on
the RWU campus.
''It is necessary to carefully
consider the central issue rather
than making an exception for one
petition at a time," King said.
In the past, the university
has had the policy of disallowing
all fraternities and sororities,
with the exception of academic
fraternities.

THEHAWK'slbmAID
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"Sororities and fraternities
with mission and purpose consistent with our university core values may have the potential to enhance social life on campus and
create new opportunities for student involvement," Vice President of Student Affairs John
King said. "It is important to
have these conversations and
consider well conceived student
proposals seriously."
Wednesday night, Evers held
an informational meeting for students interested in the sorority to
feel out whether students were
set on Theta Phi Alpha or if students were interested in forming
an entire Greek system.
After the resolution was
passed, Student Affairs decided
to sponsor a task force to "examine the broader issue pertaining
to the opportunities and challenges of Greek systems in general" King said.
The task force will begin
meeting at the beginning of the
semester and provide recommendations by December 1 for consideration.
"Administrators who have
experience with Greek systems
as members or advisors will be
involved along with students and
important stakeholders," King
said.
"They will have this task
force to come up with the rules
and regulations after research
and investigation," Evers said.
"We will address what the rules
and regulations are for recruitment, who could be an advisor
and who would be in charge of
Greek life in general and other
issues such as hazing and alcohol."
The Greek Life Task Force
will look at creating an entire
Greek life system with sororities
and their fraternity counter-
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parts. After discussing the rules
and regulations, they will determine which organizations they
are willing to hear presentations
from. After the presentations,
the committee will determine
which fraternities and sororities ·Cont'd.from page 1
they will allow to colonize at and opinions based on the tone of a few.
RWU.
"Some student members of the AOD subcomThere are a lot of issues that mittees had the feeling ... that the administration
administration and students will was brushing most of the student feedback off, ...
be exploring
which is frustrating," O'Reilly said.
According to King, "no one
McGrath said he remembered O'Reilly observshould have visions of'fraternity' ing at the forum that the administration in attenor 'sorority' row on or off campus dance ')ust did not believe that the first part [of the
or new party opportunities - nor forum] was even beneficial because there was so
is that the intention of the cur- much outrage [from students]."
rent resolution from student sen"I can understand why people would be frusate. From my perspective, resi- trated by that, but I would hope that people in an
dential units are not a direction administrative position at the university realize d
we should consider for a number that,.op.~e. tlw-.hl/J@w .Wf.JU., ~e..waa"a..l<ij.iQbSen
of ()bVious ·reasons."
structive mput, O~illy said.
Those who did not get a
To ensure that the administration was recepchance to go to the interest meet- tive to the students' constructive comments, Stuing, can e-mail Cait Evers at cev- dent Senate sent a piece oflegislation, which listed
ers934@g.rwu.edu
students' comments, to high-level administrators
''We have been getting and the AOD subcommittee chairs.
emails saying people are inter''We sent a piece oflegislation ... to make sure
ested," Evers said. "It has been that the students' voices were heard as much as
mostly girls, but some of the boys possible."
from Delta Sig [the business
McGrath said he is also "torn" regarding
school fraternity] said they would whether or not he feels final policies will be the
be interested in Greek life."
most effective here at Roger Williams University.
"I feel like the school relies very heavily on benchmarking, which I think is a beneficial tool, but I
also think you need to look at the university in its
own setting.... Each college is so unique in its own
way. I just hope that the AOD subcommittees' recommendations were not too heavily structured by
benchmarking, and that they looked at the university as p. whole and as a community."
Student Senate is currently reading the AOD's
recommendations in preparation for drafting another piece of legislation to be sent to the administration. The Student Senate's resolution will formally declare its opinion of the proposed policies.
Vice President of Student Affairs John King and
President Nirschel will consider this resolution
during their final policy-crafting ptocess.
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in other news

Seniors give back

Swine flu results come back negative for RWU students
ICC organizes
Tests for three students who reported flu-like
symptoms this week came back negative for the
H1N1 virus, also known as swine flu. The ill students were "recovering" and expected to return to
class soon, according to a release issued by the university. But statewide, seven cases of the virus had
been confirmed as of Thursday night.
In Rhode Island and much of the United States,
confirmed cases of swine flu have been relatively
mild compared to the strain that has killed more
than 100 people in Mexico the past few weeks.
In a preventative measure, the university
placed hand sanitizer dispensers and fact sheets
about the spread of flu in most of the campus buildings. Health Services has reported seeing an "average" number of respiratory illnesses, but no con. firmed cases of flu.
Health Services recommends that students, faculty and staff remain vigilant and take proper precautions to prevent the spread of sickness:
* Wash hands and use hand sanitizer stations often.
*Cough into your sleeve, not your hand.
* Do not share food and drinks
* Do not shake hands or kiss others.
* Stay out of public places if you feel ill or have flulike symptoms.

Immortalizing RWU
memories in the yearbook
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way for class
2009 to thank the
RWU community
By Griffin Labance

Herald staff writer
As the year winds down to an
end, Roger Williams' students
anticipate next year~s new schedules, new buildings and the excitement of a new year. But for
this year's seniors, their time at
Roger Williams is coming to and
end and before leaving the campus they have grown on for the
past 4 years, the class of 2009
will leave something behind.
As the class of 2009 graduate, they will leave behind a gift
to the university to leave their
mark and to leave behind a memento for classes to come. The
senio1· class council and class officers teamed up in forming a
Senior Class Gift Committee in
charge of organizing and sorting
out the logistics in choosing and
facilitating a gift to leave behind.
"One tradition that we
are looking to participate in this

year is the legacy of a Senior
Class Gift," senior Sarah Dallon
said.
Dallon added that Roger
Williams is at a turning mark in
their history, the university is
currently expanding campus,
constructing four new buildings
scheduled to open in the coming
year and the Gift Committee saw
no better place than to put their
gift which will be a stone medallion which will be dedicated to
the class of 2009 on the front
patio of the new Alumni and Admissions Center.
The class officers developed
the idea of a senior class gift with
help from Allison Chase Padula
in order to leave the classes legacy and mark at the school as the
embark on their lives after Roger
Williams. Dallon commented
that after the committee decided
on some ideas and concepts of the
gift idea, they reached out to
their classmates in order to get
their input on the subject.
"We have a diverse group of
people with extremely creative
ideas that have assisted us in
planning. It was really important
to us to have as many people be
involved that wanted to be because this gift is about the entire
class and the mark we will leave

on the university after we're
gone," Dallon said.
To date, the committee has
had no set backs with the senior
gift All faculty, administration
and all of the work from the class
of 2009 has been positive and the
Roger Williams community
seems to be on board with the
idea. The graduating class hopes
to start s trend for upcoming
classes to leave a gift as their
mark on the school when they
graduate. Currently, the class of
2009 is accepting donations in
the amount of $20.09 as a symbol
of they graduation year. Anyone
who donates will be acknowledged in the President's update
under a special section of those
who have donated to the university. The most recent graduates
and alumni will have their own
section in the acknowledgment.
Donations can be brought to
the Office of Special Events and
Conference Center in the Rec
Centel'. Dallon added that this
should be a supported event.
"Help be a part of RWU's history
and start a legacy to be seen by
all who visit campus," Dallon
said.

If you want to remember the year that was
when it's long gone, yearbooks are for sale now.
The Department of Student Programs and Leadership is offering copies of the 2008-2009 yearbook
nas t.his weekend.
for $50.
American Sign Language was granted full club
Professional portrait sessions ended in March,
e
stat';lS and is DOW officially recognized by the unibut students can still submit their own headshots for
versity.
inclusion in the yearbook. Photos should be sent to
Multicultural Student Union and WQRI were
the Yearbook Office in the Department of Student
gra~ted Class-D organiz~tion status. They will now
Programs and Leadership.
receive pel'manent funding from Senate, to be de'
You may buy yearbooks at the Department of
By BEN WHITMORE
termined by a set proportion of students' enrolStudent Programs and Leadership for $50.00 in
Herald staff writer
ment.
cash or check made payable to Roger Williams UniWQRI was allocated funds to purchase a new
versity, or by credit card online through
Student Senate 35 conve~aj fo~ the last time digital mixing board and a remote broadcasting
ww.shopjostens.com.
available to be taken on Monday_;night..~JllW,._~wa~rn~~-.f' & ~ r ~l'f.Y. 1111) I _Ml" · 'l?A lh~~roh
1
campus.
ators who are gra duating seniors . Here are some ematic 30-year. o oo.ar _current y m use. e reStudents can submit their own headshot in lieu items of note from these Senators' final session:
mote broadcastmg umt will allow WQRI to broadof having a portrait taken. Those photos can be
Spring Weekend was deemed successful. Over ca~t from locati~ns both ru:ound campus and in the
submitted to the Yearbook Office via the Depart- 1.400 students attended the spring weekend con- Bnstol commumty.
ment of Student Programs and Leadership in the cert, which featured 0.A.R. Approximately 2,500
Campus Recreation Center. Electronic format of students attended the block party held in the Field
your portrait is preferred for best quality.
House the Recreation Center this weekend.
Any other questions can be directed to the DeAlthough there were 100 freshmen that bought
partment of Student Programs and Leadership at tickets, only 20 students participated in the fresh401-254-3088.
man getaway trip to Cape Cod. The Inter-Class
Log on to: images.jostens.com
Council attributes the low turnout to the poor
Enter Login ID: 1173951
weather.
Password: roger
The winners of Multicultural Student Union's
Browse to select the photo(s) you wish to up- Basketball Jam were decided by a coin toss. The
load, click on "Image Share."
final two teams constituted members of RWU's basEnter information about the photo and provide ketball team. The teams were concerned about
contact information in case the staff needs addi- their safety on the surface of the court, which was
tional information.
' becoming increasingly slippery due to precipitaClick "Save Details".
tion. The teams chose to decide the game's outcome
The last day to submit photos is May 31. For by a coin's chance. The teams plan to play a remore information, call 401-254-3088.
match game during better weather.

Senat e n 0 t es •
M 0 n day M ay 4

Commencement speaker announced
Joan Countryman, a local educator who worked
as interim head of the Oprah Winfrey Leadership
Academy for Girls in South Africa, will give the 2009
commencement address May 23, as nearly 1,000
seniors accept their diplomas.
Countryman is the former head of Lincoln
School in Providence, a position she held for 12
years until she retired in 2005. Most recently, she
led the Atlanta Girls' School in Atlanta, Ga. She is a
member of the Board of Trustees of Sarah Lawrence
College and a member of the board of the Providence Journal Company.
Countryman follows a list of more high-profile
speakers in recent years, including the Farrelly
Brothers in 2007 and former First Lady Laura Bush
in 2006.
In addition to Countryman, three people are
scheduled to receive honorary degrees at the ceremony. Sen. Jack Reed will receive a doctorate in
Public Services, businessman Jerrold Lavine will receive a doctorate in business management, and
Turkish educator Ibrahim Arikan will receive a doctorate in Humane Letters.
For more information on commencement exercise, contact Kathleen Lowe in University Communications, 401-254-5206.

Student Senate is to purchase new minivans
for next year. While no model has been officially selected, Senate is to look at brand new Toyota Sien-

Announcing 20092010 editorial board
By PIDL DEVITI'

Editor

The Hawk's Herald has announced its
editorial board for 2009-2010.
Effective May 8, junior Kelleigh Welch
takes over as editor-in-chief of the weekly publication and its Web site.
Junior Allison Collins will perform
double 4uty as both managing editor and
news editor.
Ashley Willox will be features editor,
taking over both features and arts and entertamment.
Junior Dan Malkin will be sports editor, and sophomore staff writer Owen
Kauppila will be web editor for hawksherald.com.
Freshman Ben Whitmore will fill the

assistant editor gosition for news and
sophomore Allie Conn will be assistant
features editor.
Freshman Mark Fusco will fill the new
photogrl:!phy editor position.
Tlie first issue of fall semester is tentatively scheduled for Friday, September
4.
"I'm really exciteds for the Fall to
start, especially because we have a such a
new and young staff," Welch said. "Our
editorial board has already brought an
enormous amount of ideas for next yearil
and I look forward to the issues we wi
produce. Have a wonderful summer, and
be ready_ to see great things from The
Hawk's Herald."

I
Opinion
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Goodbyes from Senior Editors
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Four years of dedication ...oh the memories

From your captain . •

•

anagmg

By PHIL DEVTIT
Editor

The Hawk's Herald and I have
been tight for a long time. So tight, in
fact, that when the esteemed student
newspaper requested to be my Facebook friend a couple of years ago, I
didn't think twice about accepting.
But mere acceptance wasn't
enough for Facebook. A box popped
onto the screen asking me what kind
of relationship the newspaper and I
had.
"The Hawk's Herald and I hooked
up," I wrote. "And it was inky."
That pretty much sums up my
last four years with this newspaper.
But more than a torrid, ink-stained
romp, it was a lot of fun and perhaps
the most educational experience of
my life.
It's fascinating how far a little
pushing can go.
My freshman year, I wrote only
occasionally for the paper. I didn't go
to staff meetings and barely talked to
anyone on the editorial board. I had
no plans to get more involved. I just
subrojtted stories I had written for
class via e-mail, .and hoped they were
good enough to get in.
To say I was surprised when 2006
editor-in-chief Sarah Cournoyer and
features editor Courtney Nugent
asked me to join the editorial board
my sophomore year would be an understatement. But I said yes almost
immediately and haven't turned back
since.

Now that I'm at the end of seniol'
year, after stints as news editor, managing editor and finally editor-inchief, I find myself asking that cliche
question: Where did all the time go?
Actually, most of it was spent
working obscenely late hours in The
Hawk's Herald office, a tiny, oddly
shaped room in the Recreation. Center. (If you're ever in the building,
take a peek inside through our hallway window. It's amazing anything
productive ever happens in that
room.) My fellow editors and I spent
many Thursday nights there,
hunched over computers laying out
the paper. The job wasn't always
easy, especially because the paper is
put out each week by volunteers with
copious spare time. The job is often
thankless, but the people who put the
paper together deserve recognition.
We al ways tried to be accurate and
fair, and I am proud that most of the
time, we succeeded. I'm also proud of
the newspaper's new Web site, which
launched in January and has made
our content available to a national
audience.
All the while, I have reminded
myself that this is your newspaper,
not mine. The stories we print are
ab9utyou and for you. Next year's talented editorial board will keep that in
mind, and I have no doubt the paper
will do great things as a result. I'll
check in with them as often as I can,
but unfortunately, I'll miss out on the
week-to-week joys of college journalism.
I'll miss the people I worked with
most of all, though. They made the
ride fun.
After graduation later this
month, I am off to join the world of
professional journalism. My career is
likely to take me down some bizarre,
unexpected roads, but 1'11 always remember ~y time on The Hawk's Herald as the beginning. It was a long
hook-up, to say the least, and no matter how hard I scrub, I don't think
this ink will ever wash off.

Horrible at goodbyes
I am really awful at saying goodbye
because, honestly, it makes me cry.
This wouldn't be the only time The
Hawk's Herald made me cry: during my sophomore year, when the staff was
solely myself, Sarah Comnoyer, Phil Devitt and Mike Hurley, I would cry
every Thursday night as we drove to Seekonk to drop off the paper at 5:00 a.m.
I would cry when the only letter to the editor we would receive was from an
angry professor, pointing out flaws in our reporting; I would also cry when the
only columns we published focused on Jim Dugan's drinking habits.
Good thing I can now stop crying.
My involvement with The Hawk's Herald is what kept me at this University; while driving me crazy, it ironically kept me sane.
To make a very long story short, I
would like to thank and congratulate, from
the bottom of my heart, Kelleigh, Sarah,
Phil, Allison, Kelcie, Ashley, Dee, Teddy
and Dan because we rocked. I would also
like to thank Jack's Mannequin. Even
though "serious music fans" would shudder that they can, indeed, find Jack's Mannequin on MTV, the band has summed up
my love/hate relationship with The Hawk's
Herald in one simple line:
"Well I've got friends who will help me
pull through."
By COURTNEY NUGENT
Features Editor

As it comes to an end, I definitely remember where it all began. As I walked
or
into that first meeting of The Hawk's
Herald nearly four years ago, I remember everyone looked big, larger than life. They were
so cool: editors of the school newspaper and seniors!
It feels like just yesterday that the organization suite
was an intimidating hallway of upperclassmen.
The very next year, I was running the show. I had
three more than capable editors to work with, but
with just four of us expected to write and publish a
twelve page paper each week - the newspaper became a full-time job (literally) more than a hobby.
I will never forget dancing to "The Hardest Part of
Breaking Up" by __ or the 4 a.tn. car rides to
Seekonk to drop off the paper ... with all four of us
still there to see it through to the end. We were bonded together and while we all had various titles no one
person put more or less sweat and energy into that
newspaper. We lived the paper, and we shed tears
when our articles and commentary were critiqued

By-SARAH COURNOYER
M
· Edit

and put down.
You pushed us, every reader that wrote to us as harsh or non-constructive as
your criticism felt, it made the newspaper better, and it made us, as members
of an adult community, better people.
After 80 issues, I have never been so proud of a product in my life. We have increased the number of meaningful stories in the newspaper, and we bave even
fmally gotten the newspaper online!
I cannot believe how the last 80 issues of The Hawk's Herald flew. As cliche as
it sounds, I have learned more about myself working on the newspaper than
I think I will ever learn in my life. I owe it all to the people I work with on the
newspaper and my friends, my second family. On the staff, I especially want
to thank Phil and Courtney who were with me from the beginning and
Kelleigh who I know will continue to make the paper grow and thrive after we
have gone. Thank you to the rest of the staff for some of the best memories of
my life. Congratulations class of 2009.

Admitting I was the pushy one
All good things come after being shaken up a bit, I mean, come on, have
you ever had a good mixed drink that wasn't shaken or should I not say that
because the students of Roger Williams have a drinking problem (just kidding)
and I am glad to have had the opportunity to shake up campus. Whether it
was ranting in a column or hounding down officials for an interview my time
with The Hawk's Herald is something I will never forget. At times, I felt like
public enemy number one on campus but at the same time I always knew I
had a home at The Hawk's Herald.
As I gear up and prepared to leave campus there are a few things I will always remember. First, I will never forget the horrible, unrelenting sound of
a lawn mower at the crack of dawn and on special occasions the addition (in
unison, of course) of a jackhammer. For the rest of my life I will always feel
bad for animals that are b.erded because that's how r felt when weaving
through the maze of fences on campus. As hard as I try, I will neve'l''be-ab1~
to erase the image of hundreds of worms slithering up the pavement on a rainy
day. Finally, I promise that for the rest of my life rn never complain about not
being able to find a parking spot because I have seen Ground Zero.
I also will never forget every person on this campus who has touched my
life for better or worse. I want to thank my
professors for letting me speak my mind in
class but most of all for dealing with me. I
want to thank my mends for always being
there for a good laugh but never turning
their backs to a tear. Lastly, I want to
thank the student body for reading my stories and columns but most of all for helping
me grow as an individual over the past four
years.
My parting advice to the student body:
Never be afraid to share your opinions.
Who cares what everyone else thinks? You
only live once and you should live the way
you want to not the way everyone else tells
you to. Also- neve1· be afraid 'to seek the
truth no matter whose toes you have to
step on or how intimidating they may be.
And Finally: To the Herald staff- I
would let you lay out my pages any day. ·
Goodbye for now-until we meet
again ...
-Dee

It's been real kids
Thank god that my time here as Roger
Williams Camp is nearly over. Never again will I
have to sign a permission slip to go a Pawsox game,
successfully dodge counselors (l.E RA's), or be allowed to only live with my smelly gender in unisex
housing because god-forbid I would be exposed to
women. Apparently some people miss college,
maybe I would have had I attended one.
That said, I have written for this paper for
the last three years partially because I enjoy writing articles, but also because I find it strangely
therapeutic to expose this place for all that the positive and negative reality that is. Thus I feel it is
my duty as an angry, cynical, break-down-yourdoor journalist pass down the torch to all you young
whippersnappers and budding hell-raisers. Please
take care of this torch and use it to burn those who
try to get out being interviewed by you; if they

claim to be in some kind of permanent meeting, use .
it to burn down doors. Oh, and by the way kissing
a pig will not give you the swine flu. Peace.
P .S I love you Clayton
-Teddy

The.Hawk's
Herald hopes·
you have a
good summer!
Look for the next issue in September
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Bias Response Team Report to RWU Community
Spring 2009 (reporting on fall 08
data)
The Bias Response Team, a university committee comprised of students, faculty and staff, will be reporting each semester on the bias
related incidences that occur in the
prior semester. Our goal is to educate, increase knowledge about bias
incidences and to be transparent
about what happens in our community. During the fall 2008 semester
eight bias incidents were reported to
Public Safety. Each was investigated
fully and where appropriate was adjudicated through our student conduct system. The university protocol
requires clear reporting even when it
is unclear if an offensive message was
meant to be hurtful or not. As an educational institution we realize that
students may feel that it is okay to
joke around using words or symbols
that are offensive, but when it involves discrimination it is important
that we as a community learn what is
acceptable and what is not.
Bias incidents. as defined by the
Office of Student Affairs Bias Response Team, is any "behavior which
constitutes an expression of hostility
against the person or property of another because of the targeted person's
race, religion, ethnicity/national origin, gender or sexual orientation."
Most bias incidents occur in residence halls and usually involve students leaving offensive messages on
doors and or dry-erase boards at-

tached to residence hall room doors,
according to Public Safety reports.
These messages, whether left as a
joke or with malicious intent, are
handled with the same protocol.
When a bias incident is reported,
the Residence Life staff procedure is
to inform Public Safety. Public Safety then documen.ts the details of the
incident and takes a picture of the
message. The local Police Department
is notified pursuant to Rhode Island
General Laws. The Coordinator of
Residence Education (CORE~ will
speak to the victim to offer support
and resources.
Although the author of the incidents may have intended the act as a
joke, bias remarks on residence hall
room doors, walls or dry-erase boards
are something that should not be tolerated and must be documented. Any
community member walking by could
have seen and taken offense to the re·
marks. If the Student Affairs and
Public Safety staff were to do nothing
and say "it appeared to be a joke, let's
not investigate" then we would be violating the law and the core values
with which this institution of higher
learning was founded. By keeping
silent, it says that the University does
not care about its students and community members; by reporting, investigating and letting all students know
this behavior is not acceptable we empower all of us to be equal citizens in
our community.
The following is a summary of re·

ported bias incidences from the Fall
2008 semester:
Written harassment based on
sexual orientation and religion that
occurred on a car outside Stonewall,
September
Verbal harassment based on religion in smoking gazebo between
Maple and Cedar, September
Written harassment based on
sexual orientation inside a residence
room in Maple Hall, October
Written sexual harassment on a
vehicle, October
Verbal harassment racially motivated in Cedar Hall, October
Written harassment based on
sexual orientation in Willow Hall, November
Verbal harassment based on sexual orientation at Almeida Courts,
November
One goal of the Bias Response
Team is to educate and raise awareness with our community members
and this year we have the following
trainings/workshops scheduled:
National Coalition Building Institute (NCBI) one day workshop on
Prejudice Reduction, Sept. 08
Safe Zone Training with Youth
Pride, March 09
Hate Crime Training, Rhode Island Commission on Prejudice and
Bias, May 09
National Coalition Building Institute (NCBI) three day train the
trainer institute, May 09

ABOUT THE BRT
The Bias Response Team affirms
the University's mission and is committed to contributing to a community that fosters a healthy and safe environment for everyone.
The
University has zero tolerance for acts
of hate. The team is committed to preventing further acts of hate by educating the RWU community about the
effects of hateful actions and the impact on all of us.
Definition of Bias Incident: An
event that has the effect of demeaning or degrading an individual or a
group and is motivated in whole or in
part by the perpetrator's bias of a
group or persons based on their race,
religion, ethnicity/national origin,
gender or sexual orientation.
Membership of the Bias Response
Team (BRT): Associate Director of
Public Safety (co-chair), Dean of Students (co-chair), staff from the Intercultural Center, Housing, Residence
life, Student Conduct, Athletics, as
well as appointed faculty and students representing the Student Senate, the Multicultural Student Union
and the student body in general

YOUR VOICE- send letters to the editor at hawksherald.com
A' Response to Commentary on O.A.R.

My name is Dan Shea and I am
the Special Events Chair for the Campus Entertainment Network. The
most prominent and popular task of
this position involves selecting the
Spring Concert. After reading David
Hurwitz's article of his disapproval in
the selection of 0.A.R as this year's
headliner for lhe Spring Concert, my
initial reaction is not one of bewilder·
ment. In his article, Mr. Hurwitz
claims that 0.A.R. was not a valid selection because the band's most. enthusiastic fans "consist of 15-year-old
high school kids who smoke their first
joint at their concerts." While I applaud Mr. Hurwitz's professional
journalism in doing research by listening to the band's music and learning some of its history, I challenge
that misrepresented quote not only
for the insensitive stereotype that it
places on fans, but also for its overall
inaccuracy. As early as 2001, 0.A.R.
was being referred to as the up-andcoming college band. In April of 2001,
staff write1· Colin Balfe of The Daily
Campus, the school newspaper of the
University of. Connecticut, wrote of
0.A.R.'s third album, Risen, that it is
"the type of album that is enjoyable
all the way through." As to the lyrics
incorporated in to the band's most
popular songs, I would go so far as to
say that these random quips add to
the overall intensity and enthusiasm
of the atmosphere of an 0.A.R. concert. In fact, this is a tactic that has
commonly been used by bands over
the years; in fact, the Beatles used
abrupt lyrics to build up the anticipation of the most notorious parts of
songs
(Hey
Jude,
NaNaNaNaNaNaNaNa). However,
in no way am I hoping to parallel
0.A.R. and the Beatles because a serious music fan, such as Mr. Hurwitz,
would not stand for it.
Mr. Hurwitz's accusation that
"the Campus Entertainment Network
is far too obsessed with bringing a big
name to Roger Williams rather than
quality artists" is one of the most confusing comments in his journalistic
rant. The Campus Entertainment
Network is far more obsessed with
bringing a name that is pleasing and
admired among the students of the
Roger Williams community. Does it

make it even more satisfactory that
0.A.R. is a "big name" band? Absolutely. Truthfully, there were other
options, many Qf w,hie.h w~e .~~~.
known acts than O.A.R., which we explored; these acts simply did not fit
the culture of the Roger Williams
University community. This year
more than ever, a significant goal of
the Spring Concert was fiscal responsibility. This year's concert included
three bands, 0.A.R., Augustana, and
Parachute, and, quite impressively,
the Special Events Committee managed to finish under it.s budget.
In taking the position of Special
Events Chair, I fully understood that
whomever we chose for the Spring
Concert would not meet unanimous
approval from the University's students. I understand Mr. Hurwitz's
disapproval of the artist selection for
this year's Spring Concert. and appreciate his active approach in voicing his opinion. Mr. Hurwitz suggested bringing bands similar to
those brought by the WQRI concert
series or Indie Rock bands. Well, Mr.
Hurwitz, while you may not enjoy the
music of 0.A.R. or similarly styled
bands, I can assure you that there
would be those who voice their opposition to your selections as well.
There will never be an undisputed selection, Mr. Hurwitz, and this stems
from the growing diversity of interests on campus.
The selection ofO.A.R. was based
on a survey, offered to every Roger
Williams University student who was
interested, conducted over a period of
one week. Mr. Hurwitz's claim that
this selection lacks musical taste and
knowledge is less an insult to me or
any member of the Campus Entertainment Network than it is to the
students who overwhelmingly made
O.A.R. their choice for a Spring Concert. Lastly, I must question :M.r.
Hurwitz's idea of staging a "die-in" on
the night of the concert. While this
event is intended to provide students
with a fun and memorable evening, I
would hope that Mr. Hurwitz would
not compare the severity of this show
with STAND's well-organized and
purposeful event. The Campus Entertainment Network hopes that all
students enjoyed a safe and entertaining Spring Weekend 2009.

A Response to Chris
,
Hitchens cartoon: Athe-

jority. ~eople experience their spirituahty m many ways and find many
ways to live happy, productive, meanftts:~*"'n!+IMI•
believe
2
· ·
, JU:they
MJ&@tlmes
they don't.
I was disappointed by the Hawk's
No one method holds a monopoly
Herald editorial cartoon in the May on good, ethical people. Our school is
1st edition in which a professor offers named after Roger Williams. We
"Five bonus points... to whomever should celebrate our "soul-liberty"
goes to Chris Hitchens & becomes an and welcome different viewpoints on
ATHEIST."
human spirituality.
This cartoon implied that atheAfter all, how can you be so sure
ism is contagious, like the flu, and un- you're right if you don't know what
suspecting students bribed into at- other people think? Also, hateful attending
the
lecture
of an tacks on groups of people pack more
out-of-the-closet atheist might some- of a •:punch" if you check your gramhow become contaminated by ''bad" mar first.
·
spirituality. It implied that Hitchens'
Kelsey Small
lack of belief in a deity is so distasteful as to make his experience in journalism irrelevant.
Atheists should not be treated
like second-class citizens. Everyone
has a right to believe what they want
to believe - not just the religious ma•
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PO LL RESULTS
In the last issue,
we asked you:
Are you excited
worried about s\\'in.e
flu?
16 of you said
no. 3 of you said
yes.
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Log onto hawksher-

ald.com for this
week's poll and to
view poll results as
they come in.
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Goodbyes from your senior representatives
By ALICIA MERSCHEN-PEREZ
Student body president

By RENEE BILOITI
Senior class president

Four years ... feels like a month
and then again feels like forever. As
I reminisce about what I invested
most of my time in for the last four
years, I can't help but smile. As Class
President, varsity athlete, and overly involved college student, I found
myself spending more time in the org
suit than in classes. That's when I
knew I had a problem, ICC had consumed my life. But I didn't mind, I
loved it, every discussion, event,
meeting, or argument, I loved every
minute of it. Many people in ICC had
come and gone, some lasting longer
than others and some leaving footprints that will last a lifetime. Every
one of these people has left a mark on
my heart that has made my years
here memorable to say the least.
My last ICC meeting was Tuesday. Probably the hardest thing I
have ever had to walk away from. I
was the last one to leave that night,
and although tears were in my eyes, I
knew I was closing that door behind
me and leaving very eager, capable,
enthusiastic people on the other side
of it, that will help make rec grow
into the legacy it deserves to be. This
next generation of ICC'ers are the
ones that will make ICC a common
name on this campus, and take traditional events that have been started
in my time here and have them grow
into true traditions amongst not only
the student leaders on this campus,
but with the entire campus community. They are the ones that I whole
heartedly believe have the ability to
take the legacy of traditions that I
leave behind me, and turn them into
something bigger, something more
profound. I have already seen this
start with Jr. Semi and Sophomor.e
class wing nights being bigger ~uc
cesses this year than we ever could
have imagined. So.kudos to my fellow

ICC'ers, whetnerloud or qwet, you
have all played big parts in making
ICC what it is today and made my
rollercoaster 4 years here have more
ups than downs. Heck; even the
downs were fun and entertaining.
Well I could sit here and type
about my 18.st 4 years, but that could
take forever. Or I could tell you my
plans for the future, but that would
bore you. So instead, I will leave you
with the little bit of advice for those of
you who have more time left here.
Don't take a single minute for granted. Live everyday as if it has a. purpose and do everything to your full
potential, because someday it wont be
there anymore and you wont be able
to get it back. Live life with no regrets, because every moment teaches
you something, but what you learn
from it is how much you pay attention
to it. To my seniors, this is OUR year!
Lets live it up and make the most of
the last 15 days! To my fellow ICC'ers, "Keep it classy ICC!"
With Love,
Renee Bilotti
2009 Senior Class President

First off, I would like to thank
each Student Senate that I have
worked with. You ai·e all an amazing
group of people and have each
changed RWU and me in some way.
Thank you for standing up for
what you believe and continue to do
so in the future. I want to specifically thank SS-35 for your continued
hard work, dedication and just general love. You all especially have meant
a lot to me my last year in college and
I am going to miss you all so much.
I think the past four years have
been an amazing trip: I have had
some ~eat times and some not so
great tunes, but I have learned from
eac~ one and become a better person
for it.
. So thank you to everyone whose
life touched mme and who I hopefully

touched. To the students
all take advantage of what this
University offers
and have as
meaningful an
experience here
as I did.
I wish the
university good
luck in the upcoming
years
and am sorry to
say good-bye.
Next year I
will be studying
for my J.D. at Northeastern University School of Law and plan to become
an environmental lawyer. I will definitely be back to visit, and I can't wait
to see RWU as an alumni.

IEDITORIAL CARTOONS

ByALEXFELDMAN
Staff cartoonist
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RWU freshman dances through life
then fd say I really started nationals, in a national dance
when I was 13, that's when it competition, for her first solo
got more intense" Smith said. during her junior and senior
Standing on the stairs in
As a freshman dance years in high school. One of
the hallway of her dorm major at R-0ger Williams Uni- Smith's proudest moments
room, Leanne Smith holds versity, Leanne, 19 years old, was when she received a
the side railing as she leans shows no doubt that dance is scholarship from RWU for
forward stretching her leg out her lifelong passion. Leanne dance at the dance theater's
behind her almost above her has taken dance classes of last concert.
head, toes flawlessly pointed. every sort; ballet, tap, jazz,
''I got a scholarship to the
She graciously pulls her hand lyric, point and modern. Her university of the arts for a
out in front watching her arm first class was ballet where pre-college summer of 2007
move ever so slightly.
she learned plies and has camp," Smith said.. "We'd
"I took my first class evolved into the talented have
seven
hours
a
when I was two years old and dancer she is today. Winning day ... technique and rehearsal for the end of the camp's
show."
Talking about the damage that has been done to her
feet, Smith explains the top
three types of dance in which
her feet were harshly ruined;
point, tap and jazz. She
blames the bruises and calluses noticed on the bottom of
her feet as a direct result of
turning in jazz. The blisters
on her heels and toes can be
blamed on point and tap.
Smith explains that her
inspiration to dance is owed
to quite a few people..
"I have a couple. My parents and sister for one, because they're always supporting me. And then the older
SUBMITI'ED PHOTO
girls at dance cause I always
Leanne Smith has taken ballet classes since she was two. She has
watched them and looked up
to them and they would look
also taken tap,jazz, lyric, point and modern. Her feet are ruined
out for me and help me if I
from years ofdancing
ever needed them. They
By Kaila Starr
Herald staff writer

taught me how to be dedicated and put my all into dance.
And lastly, Christine Belanger, who has been my
teacher since I was four years
old up until high school. She's
pushed me past all my limits
but it's taught me so many
things. And she helped me realized dedication and hard
work and responsibility
which has not only helped me
through dance but also in
everyday life."
Her passion affects the
lives of others. Fiona Hillery,
a friend from down the hall,
notes, "She is devoted and
skilled. It's just part of who
she is, she does it without
knowing she's doing it, all of
the time. It makes me strive
to become as inspired and enthusiastic about something in
my life."
Her roommate, Marybeth
Torpey has a seat front row
and center to all of Smith's
dancing in the room.
"Every day is an adventure when you live with
Leanne Smith. It's not a normal day if Leanne isn't busting a move at all times or contorting her body in ungodly
positions as she stretches"
Torpey said.
Dance rehearsal before
the concert would be almost
unbarring for those who are
not ready for six hours of

practice in one day. Smith
compares the dance she does
here at Roger Williams to the
dance she did in high school,
"The ballet here at school
is all based around modern
and at home it was all based
around classical. At Roger
Williams they really focus on
the art of dance so we have
10-15 minute pieces instead
of 2 Y2 to 3 minutes."
Smith plans to perform
after college with a company
and hopes to network with
people who can help her move
forward in her career. She
then wants to teach at a studio, maybe her own because
she loved teaching little kids
and helping them achieve
their dreams.
She looks frightened and
has a deep laugh before discussing her injuries as a
dancer, "Luckily I haven't
had any huge injuries just little ones that haven't really
affected my long term dance,
and I've only had to sit out on
a week or two, knock on
wood," Smith.said.

*WHAT ' S ON YOUR MIND TODAY?

AVERAGERWU
STUDENT

AVERAGE 18~23 YEAR
OLD DARFURIAN
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Fun with Fungi
~UC?<~

c

Sophomore Cory Afix left his
dorm in Maple 10 on Friday, April
10th anticipating a normal walk to
the Commons for breakfast. He didn't
expect that three large mushrooms,
all of which were painted bright orange with white spots, would greet
him. Though he was surprised by the
structures and the fact that they
seemed to appear out of nowhere, he
was delighted by the change in
scenery.
"I love them," said Alix. ''They
make me feel like little Alice in Wonderland every time I walk by. I have
been trying to work up the courage to
go up and touch them one day!"
That's exactly the response students in the Visual Arts Special Topics course, 430.01, Installation, were
hoping to elicit. Instructed by visiting
professor Deborah Aschheim, the
eight-student class created the three
mushrooms as the second piece in
their Alice in Wonderland series of
projects. The intention of the mushrooms, as well as all of the artwork
within the Alice in Wonderland
theme, is to make students aware of
the unrealistic and out of the ordi-

•

Students
won't trip
'
onRWUs
mushrooms

nary elements of campus life.
same. Made of Fi.mo clay, the Special deck of cards, they played a large
"Our campus is lookin~ through a Topics students have created more game of croquet and invited all
looking glass," explained Junior Psy- than 100 miniature mushrooms, all of passersby to partake. They still plan
chology major and Installation stu- which they've dispersed throughout on creating one more project to condent Lauren Dobronte. ''We think it's campus in places that "don't make clude their theme.
the real world but it's not. We're shel- sense," said Dobronte.
''We need to think of something
tered here."
"I put one in the Financial Aid of- that's kind of a culmination," said As"We wanted to show that things fice, because they're supposed to help chheim.
pop up that don't normally occur," us, but they're really mean," said DoAt the time of the interview, the
added Aschheim.
bronte.
Installation class was still deciding on
The three mushrooms displayed
The small mushrooms are in a their final creation.
in the designated art area near the variety of colors and can be found in
Gabelli School of Business are made places 1ike A-Lot, the Marine and
of plywood frames and are stuffed Natural Sciences building, the smokwith recyclable materials such as bot- ing gazebos, and the Architecture
tles and papers. In order to avoid de- building.
terioration and any potential danger
The mushrooms aren't the only
risks, Facilities Management re- . project of the Alice in Wonderland
quired the artists to cqat the mush- , .theme. A few weeks ago, Asc_hl_leim
roonts in a weatherprookarnirdt and -mta· lH!1r'~DtB'premfi!rea~
securely fasten them to the ground.
series on the quad, where they held a
UWe didn't want them taking tea party and passed out invitations
someone out," said senior Architec- written on playing cards.
ture major Lauren Nickel.
''We had a real bunny rabbit,"
Despite the precautions they had said Nickel. "And cupcakes that said
to take, they accomplished "a total 'Eat Me' and tea cups that said 'Drink
video gaming mushroom look," ac- Me."'
cording to Nickel. "They're bright and
They also hosted a croquet game
they really pop."
on the quad last Thursday. Dressed
Their smaller counterparts do the in red, white, and black to resemble a

Augustana: Think I'll go to RWU
An interview

with the
band
By COURTNEY NUGENT
Features Editor

On Thursday, April 30,
Augustana performed with
Parachute and O.A.R. for
CEN'S 2009 Spring Weekend.
Before taking the stage with
their hit song "Boston," frontman and song writer Dan
Layus and I chatted about the
economy, setting realistic goals
and following your dreams.
The Hawk's Herald:
How have you enjoyed your
tour with 0.A.R.? What has
been your favorite stop on the
tour thus far?
Dan Layus: We toured
with 0.A.R. two summers ago
and really enjoyed it. We have
spent the month of April flying
around the U.S. and it has
been a great experience. It is
hard to narrow down our fa.
vorite spot- everywhere in the
U.S. is so unique.
HH: How did you all form

as a band?
DL: I am originally from
California and went to college
in Southern Illinois so it was
an interesting experience. I
tried to do stuff with music
while I was there, like actually
read and write lyrics but after
failing almost every music
course I took, I decided to do it
a different way.
HH: Good thing it worked
out for you given the economy.
DL: Regardless of the
economy, I would not be able to
find a job outside of music. Before we got signed, I worked at
McDonalds for four days. I
had to get up way too early- it
didn't really work out.
HH: What advice do you
have for graduating seniors for
the fall?
DL: It's like John Mayer
said, ''There's no such thing as
the real world." Really, it's all
the same. How far you go is
based on your motivation. Set
realistic goals and they will
piece together. Just make sure
you are happy with what you
are doing. One day I woke up
and said, "Oh shit, it all sort of
worked out," because I stuck to
what I knew I could do.

MARK FUSCOID HERALD STAFF

Augustana opened for band OAR Thursday night in the Recreation Center. The concert was sponsored
by CENfor Spring Weekend.
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Giving someone who is
not 21 your ID, is not a
ift•••

It's a crime•••
According to Rhode Island State Law 3-8-6, it is unlawful for a person to misrepresent
or misstate his or her age, or the age of any other persons, or to misrepresent his or
her age through the presentation of false identification. Any person who violates this
sedion shall be punished for the first offense by a mandatory fine of not less than one
hundred dollars ($100) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500) and shall be
further punished by thirty (30) hours of community service and shall be further
punished by a suspension of his or her motor vehicle operator's lisence for thirty (30)
days.

PLAN.AHUD brought to you by RWU's Health Education Office
x3413
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CREATIVE LICENSE
By Katie Bozeman

Herald staff writer

Sitting in his dorm room, surrounded
by self portraits, drawings and designs he
made himself, Gabe Napoleon pulls out
his Macbook and begins playing a remade
clip from the Hubert Selby Jr. film "Requiem for a Dream." The clip is only about
a minute long, but contains camera tricks
like a grapefruit going from whole to
eaten in the blink of an eye. The lighting,
editing, and camera shots are nearly
identical to the movie's actual clip, even
the sound effects are spot on. Finding the
perfect place, actress, and materials for
this clip to be possible was no simple task,
but in the end proved beneficial. "This
took me nearly 8 hours," Napoleon said,
"but my classmates and teacher were
both really impressed, so the gratification
was worth it."
Napoleon is a freshman English Literature major at Roger Williams University who has a great deal of talent in film.
"Film has always been a hobby of mine, so
I decided to take some classes and see if it
could turn into a possible minor or core
concentration for me at Roger Williams,"
Napoleon. He began playing around with
filmmaking as a sophomore at Housatonic Valley Regional High in Ke"nt, Connecticut. His first camera came as a
Christmas present that year and started
his interest in playing around with film.
Napoleon took a film studies class in
high school that sparked his interest in
studying the subject more in college. He
did so this year with a course on film
adaptation and another on digital imagine and multimedia. Napoleon has especially enjoyed these classes, because the
professors leave room for interpretation
and creativity, "It's not like, 'this is what
you have to do', it is more open ended so
you can develop a creative idea yourself,"
said Napoleon. In addition to his "Requiem for a Dream" clip, Napoleon tested
himself creatively with an original clip involving a skateboard and inhalers, which
usually gets a response that it is "either

really cool or really weird," Napoleon
said.
Being a freshman who is involved in
film at a university whose film program is
considering expansion within the next
few years gives Napoleon an advantage
over juniors or seniors doing similar
work. "I'm one of two freshmen in my Digital Imaging class, so I'm getting the critique's and knowledge now that some of
these other students are getting on their
way out," said Napoleon. So far this year,
he has already learned to cut and edit
film using programs like iMovie on his
Macbook laptop, and Final Cut Pro,
which according to Wikipedia is responsible for 49% of the professional editing
market in the U.S.
The film classes and assignments
Napoleon has had over the past year have
furthered his consideration of making
film a major part of his education and career. "I just recently wrote a paper about
the expanding film program at Roger
Williams, and I'm really excited about it,"
Napoleon said. ''It would be great to combine my major with film to someday get a
job writing screenplays or reviewing
film."
This interest in art is fully supported
by Napoleon's mother and father, both of
whom are artists themselves. His mother is a freelance designer and his father
does web and graphic design, so creativity and art have always been a common
part of his life.
So what's the next step for Napoleon?
Tm showing my work in a mini-festival
my class is putting on next Wednesday
(May 6th), and throughout the next 3
years would like to continue experimenting with film and being involved in festivals here," Napoleon said.
"We'll see what happens from there."

Senate "Did You Kn·o w?"
of the Week
The 2009-201 O senate officially came into power
Monday night?

Meetings
Mondays, 6:30 p.m.
Senate Chambers, Recreation Center
Check us out at:
http://studentsenate.rwu.edu
or IM us at SenateRWU
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Depeche Mode, Dylan release promising new albums
Depeche Mode
Album: Sounds of the Universe
SynthRock
Grade: A

u

E

p

Most bands 30 years into their career at best fall into a boring competency. They no longer produce works
that match their earlier genius, but
they also don't reach out too far, creating unlistenable messes. To those
who still care, their albums won't
taint the memory of their older work,
but you'd never listen to it over their
other work. At their worst, they get
stuck in a rut, producing music that
tries too hard to either be modern and
hip or just like their older albums,
and just coming off absolutely horrid.
Then there's Depeche Mode.
Much like David Bowie, this English
pop group has constantly reinvented
itself, moving from the infectious bubblegum bounce of "Just Can't Get
Enough" (which has resurfaced in
every trailer for a romantic comedy)
to the synthesizers and rock mix of
"Never Let Me Down." They arguably
reached their artistic and commercial
peak with 1990's Violator, featuring
their only US Top 10 hit, the perfect
"Enjoy the Silence," and the equally
famous "Personal Jesus." That album
threw guitars into their gothic synthpop mix. Throughout the 90s, the guitar overtook the synthesizer in their
albums as they started playing more
routine alternative rock. However.
after the success of bands like the
Killers, who· owed a lot· to Depeche
Mode stylistically, 2005's Playing the
Angel saw a return to both the style
of Violator and analogue synthesizers
while still maintaining the lyrical

growth they had undergone. After almost 30 years, they still have it on
Sounds of the Universe.
Sounds of the Universe is a consistently strong album. The band
serves up another 60 minutes of gothic synthesizers, crushed drums, and
introspective vocals. Similarly to
Angel, the band has gotten noisier on
this album, playing with heavy distortion, clashing with David Gahan's
smooth and clear vocals. Like always,
the band's music and lyrics often
work hand in hand in delivering their
message. For example, "Come Back"
nearly buries Gahan's vocals with
layers of noise from synthesizers and
atonal guitars, echoing the heartbreak of the lyrics. "Perfect" mirrors
the discordance between the hopes
and jubilance of the year 2000 and
the turmoils that followed not only in
the lyrics, but also the song's harsh,
piercing rhythms.
As always, the band has a few ace
singles up their sleeves. The first of
which, "Wrong," mixes clever words
that list all the ways a man can go
wrong with the glam-stomp of "Personal Jesus." A commentary on the
superficiality of society and the
weight we place on fitting in, in a perfect world, "Wrong' would be burning
up the charts in place of forgettable
and empty trash like "We Made You"
and "I Love College." "Fragile Tension" could fit in on Violator, while
also providing one of the few moments of musical beauty on the album
during it's chorus, when the band
drops the distortion completely. Finally, ''Miles Away/The Truth Is" is
the album's "Enjoy the Silence": an
unforgettable and infectious darkly
romantic song mixed with a killer
hook.
Sounds of the Universe is a
strong album that won't disappoint
fans and newcomers. It's an album
that sounds refreshed, strong, and
most of all vital. Depeche Mode
proves that they have not run out of
steam on their latest release.
Bob Dylan
Album: Together Through Life
Rock/Folk

Grade: B+
Ever since the early 60s, Bob
Dylan has been on one record label,
Columbia. He's released 45 records,
and even though that includes compilations, outtakes sets, and live albums, that's still an impressive number. He's played with the Band, he's
played by himself, he's gone electric,
he played Unplugged, he did two albums with George Harrison, Roy Orbison, Tom Petty, and Jeff Lynne as
the Traveling Wilburies, he's done
folk albums, break-up albums, and
spiritual records. He's been praised
by nearly every song-writer alive, he's
been insulted by John Lennon. He's
made music videos, movies, and documentaries. He's had movies made
about him. His music shaped a
decade, and then shaped further
artists. People as wide as Tom Waits
to Sonic Youth to John Mayer have a
few debts owed to him. He's had
slump in the 70s, a comeback in the
80s, another slump in the 80s, and
then another comeback, also in the
80s.
And he's unstoppable. Bob Dylan
is still making music.
For his 46th release, Together
Through Life, Dylan dabbles in jazz,
Chess Records' style rock and roll,
and blues for a dusty look at life. The
album features a warm production,
better than Modern Time's dry and
sparse sound. A warm reverb is put
on the backing tracks, and everything
has a very warm and lively sound.
Much like an old faded photograph,
the album's details are faded and
blurred together, but have a romanticized feel to them.
The opener, "Beyond Here Lies
Nothin"' is a smooth rolling R&B
groove, sounding a bit like Tom
Waits. Dylan gives a great performance, pulling off the right mix of
thl:eatening and protective, walking
his girl through a dangerous and decrepit world. "My Wife's Home Town"
works in a standard- blues"format,
with Dylan wailing it out as well as
one could expect a someone nearing
70 to. He's still able to sound heartbroken after all this time, telling us

that "Hell is my wife's home town."
Behind him, the musicians shine, and
as on many other tracks, David
Hildago's accordion becomes the highlight of the song, playing off the guitars very well, and holding it's own.
Dylan reworks old Rock and Roll
topes on ''If You Ever Go To Houston,"
singing a familiar melody while providing an interesting description of
Houston. Later on, "I Feel a Change
Comin' On" reminds me of "Baby,
Stop Crying" from Street Legal.
"Change" is the only absolutely killer
song on the album, the one track that
stands above the rest of the songs. It
proves Dylan can still write a great
love song.
This record proves that Dylan
still is relevant today. Dylan provides
a brisk 45 minutes of music, and
demonstrates an understanding of
today's cultural climate while revisiting the styles of the past. However,
much of this album is merely good
enough. There's very few moments of
absolute greatness on this record, and
for a man known for writing some of
the best lyrics around, there's no lines
that just grab you and stand out. The
music also provides good enough
backing, but it's clear the band is
showing a lot of restraint. For instance, "Jolene" would have been better served with a more electrifying
solo rather than just a more complex
version of the backing rhythm track.
However, these complaints aside,
Dylan's "Together Through Life" is
still a very good record, one that you11
probably revisit from time to time.
Just don't expect to be blown away.
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The sun does not shine on all albums
Artist: Silversun Pickups
Album: Swoon
Alternative, Atmospheric Rock
Grade: A~

I tend to judge albums by my
ability to sit through them. Some albums, the tracks are too inviting for
me to not want to revisit earlier
tracks before I finish records. Some
albums are too laboring to sit through
the whole thing in one setting, and I
tend to find myself just as bored with
the last songs as I were with the earlier ones.
Then there are few like this, an
album that is uniformly strong without any standout songs but is still
propulsive that I end up listening to
the whole album every time I start to
listen to it.
Silversun Pickups "Swoon" is the
classic guitar indie-rock album we've
been waiting so long for. The songs
are lean and tight, blending into one
another while remaining distinct,
crossing Modest Mouse's jams with
Arcade Fire's atmospherics. A disco
bassline gels with an airy, £littering
guitar line straight from a Joy Division or U2 record on "Growing Old is

Growing Old;" a string section plays album art should be.
Sadly, it would be impossible for
with the band rather than over them
in "The Royal We;" and the rest of the the music to live up to the promise of
album features wide dynamic shifts the album art. Empire of the Sun prothat often makes for grand cinematic vides an engaging but flawed electropop album, anchored by a few classounds.
The vocals, for the most part. are sic singles, but also a lot of filler. The
ignorable. Brain Auburt's whiny, airy opener, "Standing on the Shore"
vocals, which sound lifted from a bad shows promise for the upcoming
emo record, may annoy some, they tracks, with atmospheric guitars laid
tend to just provide a melody for the over a strong dance beat. Everything
songs. At their worst, the lyrics won't has a glossy shiny blur on it, blending
draw you in, but they won't turn you together the individual tones of the
off to the music underneath either. instruments, creating a dreamy atHowever, at their best, the song lyrics mosphere. However, too many of the
really gel with the music, like songs rely too heavily on atmosphere
"There's No Secrets This Year" or instead of quality catchy hooks.
Tracks like ''Walking on a
"Surrounding." An album like this
won't blow you away, but it'll suck Dream" capture the 80s synth sound
that so clearly influence them. Someyou in for 50 minutes every time.
times. they can be very catchy, with
the hooks ingraining themselves into
your brain for days on end. But after
the first two tracks, the next highlight is the last track, ''Without You,"
a track that recalls Spandau Ballet,
in a positive way of course. While the
tracks that lay between aren't offensive, they are faceless and dull. This
isn't helped by the production: the vocals are far too loud, and every other
aspect of the song gets buried together into a dull mush, and the drums
are too far back for a dance record. If
you're a big fan of synthpop, I'd give
Artist: Empire of the Sun
this a listen. For everyone else, just
Album: Walking on a Dream
stick to the three songs I recommend.
Electronic
Grade:B
First things first: this Australian Artist: White Lies
duo gets the best album cover award Album: To Lose My Life
ever. Seriously, this is something in- Rock
credibly epic that looks like a cross Grade: BTake the modern stylings of
between the worst movie poster ever
and every teenage boy's idea of what Franz Ferdinand, throw in U2's dy-

namics, and mix in a little bit of Joy
Division's pessimism with a touch of
Morrissey's diary, put it in the oven
for 40 minutes, and you got "To Lose
My Life." While "Death'' and "To Lose
My Life" show great promise for the

band, it becomes clear that the band
isn't willing to va1·y the contents of
their songs at all.
The band has one subject to talk
about: death.'" If there's a song that
isn't explicitly about death, then you
can logically interpret to be about
death. Everything is grey, sad, and
depressing. While the opener "Death"
is majestically wonderful and orchestral, and is possibly one of the best
tracks of the year. after that, the
band just stays stuck in that same
post-punk rut that ruined The Arctic
Monkeys and Franz Ferdinand.
For now, I'll pay attention to
these guys in the hope that their next
album actually builds on the promise
shown in this record. If they lose the
obsession with death and vary up the
sound a bit, they could have a classic
on their hands.
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Funky fashion
Original
styles take
overRWU
By ALLIE CONN
Herald staff writer

Molly Reynolds is distracted. And
no, it's not a result of the hangover
she's currently nursing with breakfast from Bristol Bagel. It's the building on the other side of Wood Street
that's stolen her attention.
Within it resides an estate sale
with hundreds of objects, all of which
are being liquidated after the recent
passing of their former owner. Here,
Reynolds can acquire vintage jewelry,
clothing, shoes, handkerchiefs and
even lingerie for just a few dollars.
And what does she get in exchange?
Originality and creativity: qualities
some select RWU students, like
Reynolds, aspire to achieve in their
wardrobes.
For the most part, RWU's fashion
sense fluctuates between sporty, casual and preppy. Students pair North
Face with Abercrombie and Fitch and
Nike with Ralph Polo, producing a
comfortable and classic style. These
brands, and ones similar, have served
as an integral staple of the collective
RWUstyle.
But some students, whether inadvertently or deliberately, have
begun to oppose this aesthetic. Regardless of their intentions, the students whose styles differ from the
prominent ones on campus share at
least two things in common: a quest
for novelty and a yearning for self-expression.
"I don't even know if I have a real
style, I just like what I like," Reynolds
said. "I like a lot of different things
and I like to combine and mix them."
Attempting to accomplish innovation in ensembles means, for many,
a trip to a local consignment shop.
Goodwill, Savers, and other thrift
stores all offer a variety of secondhand, vintage, and usually inexpensive clothing. Though occasionally the
quantity of clothing seems daunting,
a little rummaging has the potential
to result in the discovery of an interesting and original piece.
Junior Paul Chiera knows it's
possible to "find cool things if you try
hard" at second-hand shops. In fact,
he often wears "Clark Desert Boots,
and Levi 511 skinny jeans, and a flannel that I got at Savers for two dollars."
Sarah Norton, another RWU junior, knows it too. She obtained "a
hand-made crocheted vest ... that I really love" from a Salvation Army four
years ago for less than five dollars.
For Chiera, Norton and others,
consignment shops give them the op-

portunity to purchase affordable and
rare clothing. Unusual pieces sometimes inspire their entire outfits,
serving as means to coordinate complementary clothing, shoes, and accessories and separate themselves
from the hundreds of RWU students
dressed in clothes from more popular
retailers.
But it's more than just thrift
shops that influence their sense of
fashion. Foreign cultures have impacted some of the students with
more avant-garde senses of style, too.
Norton, for example, noticed changes
in her style after studying abroad in
Italy last semester.
"Not that I'm super classy and
chic now, but I definitely got an idea
of who I was and what I wanted to
wear," explained Norton. "You would
see people walking around and you'd
be like 10h, that looks totally sweet,
and it doesn't look too formal.' But at
the same time, you're in the city and
you can experiment with things. And
I was able to experiment a lot when I
was there."
Hawa Ansary, a sophomore, also
looks to the various countries she's
lived in and traveled through to
shape her style. Composed primarily
of elegant, sophisticated, and feminine elements, her fashion is a combination of trends from Afghanistan,
Turkey, Bulgaria, India, Germany,
and the United States.
"I've been inspired by Indian
fashion, mostly by Bollywood," said
Ansary. "And when I traveled to Europe, my style got mixed with European style. So it's kind of a mix of
Western and Eastern taste."
Her daily attire is a testament to
this mix. Last Wednesday, for instance, she wore a
black Armani Exchange shirt, blue
jeans, blue, strappy
wedges from Bulgaria, blue and
white bangles from
India and gold
chandelier
earrings with blue
beads.
from
Afghanistan.
In
addition,
the formality of her
clothing choices,
according
to
Ansary, is a reflection of her country
of origin and its societal norms.
''I'm
from
Afghanistan ... and
once you're out of
yom· house, you
have to be dressed
up," said Ansary.
1
'And it's the same
thing in Europe. I
lived in Europe fot
three years, and
everyone was always dressed up.

Tops
s Reasons Not t o Say Goodbye
Compiled by Courtney Nugent

1. Although l sometimes loathe the fact that I cannot go anywhere in
Bristol without knowing someone, I w ill miss that feeling of togetherness.
2. There isn't a Topsides in my hometown of Holden, MA, where every
night has turned into Wing Night.
3. It just won't be the same waking up after a night of drinking and bating my entire life. Stop it, Courtney, you are not a college student anymore.
4. Despite the fact that I hate seagulls, they will no longer sit outside my
window and wake me up, reminding me of the ideal location of beautiful
RWU.
5. I will cry. Red, puffy eyes are really unbecoming on everyone.

So that definitely has to do with my
sense of style."
Ansary, possibly as a result from
her own formal dress, has noticed the
excessiV'ely casual wardrobes of other
RWU students. So has Norton.
When asked about the fashion
sense of the school, Norton responded
with an exaggerated "Oh jeez ..."
"During the day, there are way
too many sweatpants," Norton proceeded. "Way too many sweatpants. I
get that you want to be comfortable
and I totally did that when I was a
freshman. I was that freshman that
wore sweatpants everyday, but... I
don't know. I just don't get it anymore."
Chiera and sophomore Ed Vail,
on the other hand, have fewer qualms
with sweatpants and more with the
high percentage of people who repeat
the same labels and styles. Noting
popular brand names like Northface,
Abercrombie, Hollister, and Australia
Uggs, Chiera sees students who dress
in these clothes as "wearing banners."
"It's horrible. It's really bad," responded Vail when asked about
RWU's style. "I feel like everyone
wears Hollister and American Eagle.
And Uggs. Lots of Uggs ...I think
branding like that is kind of bad. I
don't like being a human billboard."
"I feel like your clothes should
represent you, not the clothing company. you're buying from," said
Chiera.
For
them,
and
Reynolds, Norton, and
Ansary too, it is more important that clothing expresses their personalities,
beliefs, and interests. Instead of adhering to the

common trends on campus, they are
more concerned with finding original,
interesting, and personally appealing
clothes that reflect who they are. For
Vail it might be a pair of lime green
skinny jeans. Maybe for Norton it is
one of her mom's scarves. And maybe,
for Reynolds, it is something that she
purchased at the estate sale across
from Bristol Bagel.
"There was this [apron] that was
really authentic, it was turquoise and
it was from Portugal. And it had a
sewing of a rooster.. .! was like; 'man,
I wish I could cook so I could wear
that apron.' But I don't, because I'm
in college ·and I wouldn't have any use
for it. So I bought it, because I wanted it."

-

ALLIE CONN/HERALD STAFF
Fashionable RWU student shows offhis unique
sense of style (above). SamhNorton, a junior,
poses in a jacket (left).

Top s
s Reasons to Say Goodbye

,.

Compiled by Kelleigh Welch

1. The whole classes, exams and writing assignments thing is getting old.
I want to sit on a beach and read a book ... for fun.
2. I am out of money. Between tuition, food, going out, books and other
school supplies, I am out of money.
3. We are more than sick of waiting for machines to do our dirty laundry,
and getting our laundry put on any dirty surface in the room when we are
five minutes late picking it up.
4. Although we love the Commons, we will be happy to have some good
old home cooking.
5. No more hideous construction.

Wired
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N .B.A. Playoff Predictions
By DAN MALKIN
Asst. Sports Editor

Eastern Conference Semifinals
Cleveland vs. Atlanta
The series between the Cavaliers and
the Hawks is clearly going to be the
least exciting series of all. Simply put,
the Hawks have no chance against
LeBron James and whoever else is on
that team. Joe Johnson played amazing basketball against Miami and
once again showed the basketball
world that he is one of the premiere
shooting guards in the league. However, Cleveland is just too strong on
both the offensive and defensive side
of the ball and will outplay Atlanta
throughout the series. Cleveland 4-1

comes up big if the series goes to
seven games. Rondo will outplay Alston in every game and Pierce will
continue to hit big shots, but I don't
believe it will be enough to take down
the Magic. Orlando 4-3

Dallas throughout the series. Dallas
lacks big men and Chris "The Birdman" Andersen will be flapping his
wings after each and every block
against Dirk Nowitzk.i. Denver will
continue their playoff run and it will

Western Conference Semifinals
Los Angeles vs. Houston

be interesting to see how much money
Mark Cuban loses during another
Dallas series collapse. Denver 4-2

Boston vs. Orlando
As a Celtics fan I would like to say
that the last series against the Bulls
was one of the most exciting seven
games I have ever seen. With that
said I believe Boston is a bit tired and
are missing two key players, Kevin
Garnett and Leon Powe due to injuries. Orlando will be without Courtney Lee at the guard position and will
be forced to play the pathetic JJ
Redick. Dwight Howard is a beast

This series is a difficult one to predict
and has been overlooked by many
basketball fans. LA has been playing
great basketball and seems to have
dominated the West for a majority of
the season. Houston will pose somewhat of a threat to the Lakers because of Yao Ming. Bynum looked just
average against Utah and clearly
needs to step up more on both sides of
the ball. With that said, Kobe and
Gasol will continue their impressive
play and outside of Yao, Houston is
too small to contend with the Lakers
for seven games. Lakers 4-2

Eastern Conference Finals
Cleveland vs. Orlando
The Cavs will dominate the Hawks
and get rested before going to battle
against Dwight Howard and company. Howard will once again dominate
games while absolutely destroying Ilgauskas in the paint. LeBron "The

Denver vs. Dallas
The Nuggets have finally broken
their first round curse by dismantling
the Hornets. Chauncey Billups has
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made Denver into a serious playoff
contender. The Nuggets are a completely different team with him on the
court and he is continuing to prove
that he is a premiere NBA point
guard. The Mavericks looked good
against the senior citizen Spurs, but
they were banged up and out run by

best guards in RWU history.
Barrett's personal accomplishments will forever place
cy and finished the season at him amongst the most talent12-14 after receiving an early ed; however, it is his legacy of
exit from the conference tour- a lead-by-example player
nament at the hands of Gor- that will last forever. Beyond
don College, Barrett was still all the points and assists it
able to dribble his name into was the defensive effort he
the RWU history books.
put forth each game, the
During a conference number of charges he took
game versus Anna Maria Col- and the number ofloose balls
lege, Barrett reached one of he jumped onto that defined
the hardest and most recog- him as a player. His leadernizable milestones in basket- ship and caring hand to all
ball when he scored his 1,000 those around him is how his
career point. Barrett joins a peers will remember him
small group of talent individ- most.
uals in RWU history to reach
"Billy was always that
such a feet.
guy to step up with things
After finishing the season were tough on the court, but
averaging a team best twelve off the court he was as good
points and three assists a as a friend Someone could ask
game, he found himself once for and would do anything for
again being considered one of you," teammate Corey Fava
the best players in the con- said.
ference earning first team
Co-Captain
Tucker
All-CCC.
Bashaw adds, "In a few
Barrett ended his career years, people here won't realin the top ten in scoring of all ly know anything about Billy
time, top five in assists and and ball, but for the people
steals of all time, collected who got to experience him as
over 300 hundred rebounds, a player and a person while
and was a two time all-con- he was here will certainly re,
ference player. The under- member every game changsized, yet hardworking guard ing moment he had and every
from Connecticut notched buzzer beater he hit."
himself a spot as one of the

Billy Barrett's four years
as a Roger Williams basketball player has unfortunately
come to end. His name will
stand proudly amongst the
plaques on the wall of the
gymnasium honoring those
who share 1,000 point careers. A career that Barrett
and those who were lucky
enough to witness it, will
never forget.
"It's tough knowing its
over," said Barrett. "It gets
harder each day. But the last
four years have been pretty
amazing. A few ups and
downs but it's been fun and
rm just thankful for the support of everyone around me
because without them I
would never of accomplished
those things."
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Los Angeles vs. Cleveland
If these two teams advance to the finals it should be a very exciting series
between LeBron James and Kobe
Bryant. The Cavs won one more game
then the Lakers and therefore will be
rewarded with home court advantage.
James is the best player in basketball
right now and no one can matchup up
with his strength and speed on the
court. The Cavs are a young, inexperienced team that lack big-time players outside of LeBron. The Lakers
have experience and depth to outlast
Cleveland throughout a seven game
series. LeBron is one roll player away
from winning a championship, but
will come up short in this series. Lakers 4-2

Los Angeles vs. Denver
Denver is a very good team, but they
are not a great team. However, the
Lakers are a great team and they will

BARRETI: Senior athlete excels
Cont'dfrompage 16

NBA Finals

MVP' James will continue his amazing play and should dominate any defender the Magic throw at him. The
Cavaliers wi11 most likely come into -~ ~,.,..
this series undefeated or with only
one loss so this will be their first competitive series. If Orlando can get
through Boston, they will give Cleveland a fight but without Jameer Nelson and potentially not having Courtney Lee their bench is not deep
enough to win. Cleveland 4-2
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and the Celtics will have major problems containing him underneath the
basket. Boston is more experience
and has home court advantage which

prove this against the Nuggets. With
having home court advantage and
Kobe Bryant, the Lakers should get
through this series. Their bench is so
much deeper and more athletic than
the Nuggets and that will be the
major difference in this series. I look
forward to the matchups in the paint
with both of these teams but the difference will be at the perimeter.
Ariza, Odom, and Bryant will hit big
shots and Vujacic will contribute with
some solid play. Lakers 4-2

Interested in joining
The Ha~k's Herald?
Need writing experience? Enjoy seeing
your name in print? Or do you just love to
write?

.

Are you interested in writing for our News,
Features, Opinion or Sports sections?
If so, contact our editorial board this summer at hawksherald@gmail.com for information regarding joining the Hawk's Herald staff for the 2009-2010 year.

Hawksherald@gmail.com
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Women's lacrosse falls in TCCC Finals

Crlftln Labaace

Girl's IA.crosse team falls to Endicott in the TCCCfinals. They lost 12-4. RWU Women's Lacrosse team
has earned theNo.1 seed in the upcoming ECACNew England Women's lAcrosse Tournament.

Graduating senior leaves a legend
By DAN WEIDMANN
Herald staff writer

Whether it was knocking down a
long three or slicing and dicing bis way
for a lay up, Billy Barrett was both a
fan and team favorite on the Roger
Williams University men's basketball
team for the last four years. H i s
leadership and charismatic personali·
ty made him a calming presence inside
the huddles and in the locker room.
With a swagger and skill set that sets
him apart from most division three
college basketball players, Barrett has
set his mark as one of the greatest
guards to ever play in RWU history. It
is time to take one last look at a remarkable career that is padded by numerous accolades and milestones
reached.
After choosing RWU over several
other division three programs recruiting him from the Northeast, Barrett's
high lights and memorable moments
begin early in bis career. After earning

the starting point guard role as a
freshman, a franchise tag would be immediately placed over his head. And
for a program that was on the rise,
Barrett was the right man for the job.
"I didn't feel a lot of pressure because a lot of freshman played that
season," Barrett said. "We were young
team and that was one of the reasons
why I chose to come here because I
would have the opportunity to play
right away for a school that was beading in the right direction."
Barrett rocketed into stardom
with a sophomore campaign that
ended with him earning All-Commonwealth Coast Conference second team
and Leading the team in scoring (13
ppg.), three point percentage (.468)
and free throw percentage (.802). Barrett also lead the team to a winning
record and a fourth place finish in The
CCC, the highest ranking since entering the conference.
A struggling Junior season, how-

ever, would linger in the future
Barrett. After shooting a career low
from behind the arc and at the line,
Barrett's minutes and starting spot
vanished. Adjusting to a new role,
coming off the bench, Barrett thrived
as the sixth man. Averaging nine
points a game, third best on the team,
and finishing second on the team in
aaeiata, he .helped lead the bawka ·to
seconn place finish in The CCC.
"That definitely was one of the
worst feelings you can feel as a player," said Billy. "You start almost every
game of your career and then lose your
spot, it's frustrating. But looking back
now the team was better off and I'm
just happy I was able to do my part to
help the team do what we did that
year."
Returning for his senior season as
one of the hawks most prolific scorers,
Barrett, and his teammates, made
RWU Athletics
sure he ended on t~p. ~houg~ the Billy Barrett ofFailjield, CTfinished his
team struggled to mamtam cons1sten- career at RWU in the top ten in scoring of
1

See BARREITp. isall time.

SUPER SENIOR ATHLETES

Kevin Simpson

Jamie Dahill - Captain
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2008: Named All-TCCC Honorable Mention
...Started in all 46 games for the Hawks, primarily as a center fielder ... Finished the 2008 season
with the team lead in batting average at
.393 ... His 64 hits were the second most bits in a
season at RWU ... Also added 15 doubles, one
triple, four home runs, and 43 runs
scored ... Knocked in 32 RBis with nine stolen
bases.
2007: Earned Second Team All-Conference Honors ...Named Player of the Week ... Had a batting
average of .323... Tbird on the team with 30
runs ...Tied for lead on the team with 52
hits...Led team with 15 doubles ... Second on the
team with 26 RBI.. .Stole six bases ...Had 94
putouts and a 99 percent fielding percentage.

2008: Earned All-New England and All-TCCC
Honorable Mention honors in 2008 ... Played in 45
games where he batted .368 with 50 hits, including 11 doubles, seven homeruns and one
triple... Currently sits in second on the RWU alltime homerun list with 11...Knocked in 38 runs
to move into second on the RWU all-time RBI list
with 97 ...Scored 31 runs on the season... Walked
20 times and now holds the school's career walk
record with 70 ...As a pitcher, also had an ERA of
3.00 and a record of 2-0 in four games.
2007: Earned Second Team All-TCCC
Honors ...Posted a .360 batting average in 40
games ...Led the team with 39 runs scored ...Also
led the team with two home runs and 29
RBI.. .First on the team with 28 walks and 260
putouts ... Second on team with seven stolen
bases.. .Improved his ERA as a pitcher to
3.12 ... Had a record of 2-1.

2008: Earned All-New England recognition for
second straight season ... Named to the All-Conference First Team and ECAC All-Star Second
Team ...Starting third baseman for the Hawks in
all 46 games... Batted .351 with 52 hits, including
ten doubles, two triples, seven homeruns, and 38
RBis ...Scored 41 runs and went 11-12 in stolen
bases ... Was called upon to be a relief pitcher,
pitching 1.1 innings.
2007: Earned All-New England and Second Team
All-Conference Honors ... Named Player of the
Week...Scored 32 runs and had 24 RBI...Led the
team with a batting average of .380 and 52
hits ... Second on the team with 14 doubles and a
homerun... Led team with 12 stolen bases...As a
pitcher, had a 3.00 ERA in three appearances.

